Route Directions
Holt Farm Post Code HR2 0PT Email: christophers@holtfarmholidays.com Tel: 01981 510238

From Hay-on-Wye
On leaving Hay take the B4348, just on the edge of Hay travel through Cusop, after Cusop take the first
Right signposted Michaelchurch
Stay on that [narrow] road for approximately 6 miles and Holt Farm is on your right with a sign at the gate
NB If a wider road is preferred then stay on the B4348 through Peterchurch, then in Vowchurch turn Right
and follow the instructions from ** below

From the North and East via Hereford
In Hereford city head south over the river Wye and take the A465 Abergavenny road – for 3 miles approx to
the Shell garage [Locks garage], here turn Right onto the B4348 [signposted Hay-on-Wye]. Travel 6.6 miles
through Kingstone to Vowchurch
In Vowchurch – Turn at the second left in the dip signposted Michaelchurch Escley [do not take first turn left
onto the B4349]
** Travel 3.8 miles on this road, up and over a hill, [ignore the St Margaret’s roadside sign] go past an old
garage on the left, continue down the hill to a ‘T’ junction between two stone houses in Michaelchurch
Escley. Turn Right – [signposted Hay-on-Wye and School] and travel 1.4 miles, pass the school, the
driveway is on the left and signposted ‘Holt Farm’

From the North and East via M50 near Ross-on-Wye
From the official end of the M50 continue on the dual carriageway for 2 more roundabouts then take the
A49 [signposted Hereford]
Travel approx 5 miles through the villages of Harewood End and Llandinabo
After Llandinabo turn left onto the B4348 [signposted Hay-on-Wye]
Stay on the B4348, over two offset crossroads, for 11 miles approx to Vowchurch
Turn at the second left in Vowchurch in the dip signposted Michaelchurch Escley [do not take first turn left
onto the B4349]
Travel 3.8 miles on this road, up and over a hill, [ignore the St Margaret’s roadside sign] go past an old
garage on the left, continue down the hill to a ‘T’ junction between two stone houses inMichaelchurch
Escley, Turn Right – [signposted Hay-on-Wye and School] and travel 1.4 miles and pass the school, the
driveway is on the left and signposted ‘Holt Farm’

From the South via M4 and Abergavenny bypass
Leave M4 at Junction 24 and take the A449 [signposted Monmouth] for 13 miles
Then take the A40 westbound at Raglan
Travel 8 miles to near Abergavenny and at the roundabout [double] go almost right around and take
the A465 [signposted Hereford] which is the Abergavenny bypass
Travel approx 5 miles through a 50mph and 40mph zone in village of Pandy. Near the end of the restricted
zone is a left turn at The Old Pandy Inn [signposted Longtown]
Travel 3.9 miles to the start of Longtown village and take the right fork [signposted Hay-on-Wye]
Travel 5.8 miles into Michaelchurch Escley and see the school on your left after about 5 miles, the driveway
is next on the Left and sign-posted Holt Farm

WELCOME TO HOLT FARM

